Apostrophes Worksheet Answers

*In the following sentences, add apostrophes where they are missing and delete or correct them where they are misused. If the sentence is correct, write “OK” at the end of it.*

1. The **sun’s** rays shone through the clouds, producing a picturesque sight.

2. Chris’ desk was covered with pencil shavings and erasure remnants. OK

3. Getting a good night’s sleep can aid in acing exams. OK

4. **People’s** opinions of what is entertaining change every few years.

5. Warning of the impending storm, the channel’s news team broadcast from the beach in North Carolina. OK

6. After the holiday, the **store’s** candy was on clearance for 75% off.

7. Upon showing **his** injury, we escorted Jake to the emergency room.

8. The computer and **its** accompanying printer were purchased by Dan.

9. Many music enthusiasts agree that the British Invasion of the **1960s** launched modern music.

10. Kathy noted how Heather’s coat was longer. OK